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мен табиғи қорларының көптігінде емес, бәрінен бұрын адам мүмкіндіктерінің сапасына сүйенеді. 
Білімі қаншалықты жоғары мемлекеттің бүгінгі әлемдік қауымдастықта бәсекелестікке қабілеттілігі 
соншалықты биік болмақ. Осы жағдайда ерте бастан өркениетті мемлекеттерде интеллектуалдық 
бәсекелестік жүріп жатқаны даусыз. Бұл – бірінші түйін. 

Екіншіден, қазіргі кездегі білім беру жүйесінің мақсаты – бәсекеге қабілетті маман дайындау. Ал,  
міндеті – жастардың білім алып қана қоймай, алған білімін үздіксіз дамытып, оны бойына сіңіріп, 
тәрбиелі, әдепті, бір сөзбен айтқанда, интеллектуалды-үйлесімді болуын қамтамасыз ету. Жаңа

Елдің адами капиталы тек білім арқылы ғана көрінетіні сөзсіз. Ал, білімде серпіліс болмаса 
– инновациялық дамуда серпіліс болмайтыны бесенеден белгілі. Сондықтан, қазақстандық 
университеттер “білім экономикасы мен әлеуетінің” ұйытқысы, елдің инновациялық дамуының 
тегершігі болуға тиіс. Мұндағы айтпағымыз, әлемдегі білім мен ғылымның, мәдениеттің ең соңғы 
тоғысатын жері – жоғары білім. Бізді қоршаған әлем үнемі өзгеріс үстінде дамып отыратындығы 
баршаға мәлім. Ол қаншалықты күрделенген сайын, оны шешетін жаңа мүмкіндіктерге де кең өріс 
ашылып отырады. Бұл жағдай, сөз жоқ, студенттерден дүниежүзілік деңгейде мойындалатын сапа 
белгісінің болуын талап етеді. Біздің “халықаралық стандарт” деп жүрген өлшемдер – осы сапаның 
түрлі жағдайдағы көрсеткіші мен белгісі іспетті.

Бүгінгі елімізде «Болашақ» бағдарламасы бойынша жылына 3000-нан астам жас жеткіншекке 
әлемнің ең беделді оқу орындарында білім алуға мүмкіндік жасап отыр. Бұл еліміз жастарының 
ертеңіне сенімін арттырады. Расында, білімнің негізінде болашаққа деген шынайы сезім мен үкілі 
үміт, өз халқына деген ізет пен қадір-қасиет жатқанын Елбасы жақсы түсінді. Ол тәрбие мен оқу – 
білімді егіз дүние ретінде қарастырып, тәрбие арқылы берілетін білімнің болашағы әрқашан баянда 
болатынын назарынан ешқашан тыс қалдырмады. 

Абай: «Тегінде адам баласы адам баласынан ақыл, ғылым, ар, мінез деген нәрселерімен озады. 
Одан басқа нәрсемен оздым ғой демектің бәрі де ақымақтылық» деп өте орынды айтқан. Біздің 
жастарымыз басқа елдердегі өз замандастарынан тек білім арқылы ғана оза алады. Білім – бақилық 
өмірдің тұтқасы екенін мойындайтын кез жетті. 
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Э.Ш. ЯУШЕВА

FROM “COOL BRITANNIA” TO “GREAT” BRITAIN. EVOLUTION OF THE UK PUBLIC    
DIPLOMACY AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY

Данная статья посвящена анализу современной британской публичной дипломатии и ее эволюции 
в течение последних двух десятилетий. Стратегии, рассмотренные здесь, представляют собой 
наиболее значимые и широкомасштабные программы в области публичной дипломатии в истории 
британской дипломатической деятельности. 

In the XXI century where the information plays one of the most important roles, not only military victory 
has the meaning for the state. More often a “successful story” has more impact for the state’s future. 

Public Diplomacy at the present UK foreign policy is one of the “favorite” tools for achievement of the 
international strategic priorities. Good country image or as it is popular to say today - successful “national 
brand” can not only attract a bigger amount of tourists but also bring to the country additional funds at the 
investors hands. 

Of course, every state on the modern international scene knows this “rule” and tries to direct the existing 
perceptions into the right way. But not all of them are successful: some countries, so called “young democra-
cies”, have recently started to deal with public diplomacy specifically; others deteriorated their image with 
wars. 
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Britain is one of the successful examples how to conduct public diplomacy programs and strategies in the 
quickly changing world. 

First of all it is necessary to note that the UK wasn’t always at this position. So, for example, participation 
at the Iraq war worsened the British image in the foreign public eyes.

The UK Public Diplomacy changed a lot from the Tony Blair’s time to the present days. During his first 
term Mr. Blair replaced memories of Margaret Thatcher’s foreign policy. Beef wars with Europe gave way 
to support for the Euro; memories of support for apartheid were banished by inviting Mandela to address the 
House of Commons; and the ghost of inaction over Bosnia and Rwanda was laid to rest with swift humanitar-
ian interventions in Kosovo and Sierra Leone [1,1]. 

This labour prime minister decided to refresh the old image and turn the existing public perceptions of 
Britain from standoffish Kingdom into young, dynamic country. 

As Mark Leonard, the former Director of the Foreign Policy Centre, wrote “Tony Blair promised to trans-
form Britain into “a young country” and set out his determination to renew the British national identity” [1, 
2]. To achieve these goals he created Panel 2000 and rebranded the British Tourist Authority. The British 
Council which was organized much earlier in 1934 already worked towards these goals on the cultural side 
[2]. 

In 1998 BBC News published the article “UK Britannia’s ‘committee for cool” where it was outlined the 
structure of Panel 2000. This committee called to promote the Britain’s image consisted from politicians, 
business leaders and celebrities. It was created to “advise the government on how best to promote Britain 
around the world in the run up to the Millennium” [3]. Such structure witnesses the commitment of the British 
government to follow the principle of partnership between the private and public sector. Even in the 30-es the 
same approach was used while creating the British Council. 

The mentioned structure is a good example of the British practice in promotion. Tactics of a wide attrac-
tion – usage of the representatives or organisations from all cultural spheres – brings good results. But on the 
other hand it is hard to control such committees or to make strategic planning inside of them. Later British 
public diplomacy reviews will raise this problem. 

In spite of all gossips and different public attitudes around the world to the above-mentioned measures, 
they started to make difference in the perceptions of the UK image according to the Mark Leonard’s words. 
The name chosen for the promotion campaign that incorporated all these measures was “Cool Britannia”.

This phrase appeared in 1967 as the title of a song by the “Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band”. By 1996 it had 
become the name of a new British ice cream and the title at the American journal “Newsweek”.  And in 1998 
it appeared as the name for a new governmental public diplomacy campaign. 

The article at the Economist wearing the same headline gives one more method from those which Tony 
Blair applied to promote Britain as a young and creative country. A summit with President Chirac was held 
on the 38th floor of Canary Wharf, London’s newest skyscraper [4].

During the next decade the Labour government continued to work towards the promotion. In 2002 a Pub-
lic Diplomacy Strategy Board was organized to coordinate all governmental work in communications with 
publics [5]. This Board was trying to control and plan all activities in communicating and building relations 
implemented by the Foreign Office, the British Council, the British Tourist Authority and the UK Trade and 
Investment. It was the significant step as within this Board a common public diplomacy strategy was agreed 
for the first time. Two following themes made the running in this strategy - ‘dynamic tradition’ and ‘prin-
cipled and professional’ [6].

The evidence about the successful results of this strategy can be found at the article published in the Cana-
dian National Post in the summer of 2004: “The 800-million pounds a year spent by the Foreign Office helped 
successfully sell the story broad. And at home, Britain was re-energised” [1, 2].

Judging by the amount of articles appeared in such powerful and famous newspapers and magazines as 
the Economist, the Guardian, Vanity Fair and Newsweek “Cool Britannia” campaign definitely drew public 
attention. So in spite of the existence of diametrally opposite opinions Tony Blair succeeded in achieving the 
first public diplomacy goal – message was delivered and heard. 

The “Cool Britannia” era made difference in the public perceptions of Britain and revealed new possible 
approaches in public diplomacy: official (governmental) and non-official (cultural). As it was mentioned 
above this mixed method brings its results but it is quite hard to control and assess activities held with its 
application. 

The other strong side of the UK approach to the public diplomacy activities is accountability. The British 
Government used to make independent reviews of all promotion campaigns and the public diplomacy bodies 
activities. The first report was published in March 2002 by Wilton Park – the British forum for conferences 
and one of the present public diplomacy partners [7]. 
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This report was done according to the official order of the Treasury and the Foreign Secretary in the course 
of the 2002 Spending Review. In the framework of the Wilton Review it was considered public diplomacy 
work of three bodies: the Foreign Office, the British Council, BBC World Service. The theme stated at this 
report was the events of 11 September. Making this review the team based on the following public diplomacy 
definition: “that work which aims at influencing in a positive way the perceptions of individuals and organisa-
tions overseas about the UK, and their engagement with the UK” [7, 9].

The main disadvantage of the Tony Blair’s first public diplomacy attempts stated at this review was the ab-
sence of one common strategy and common guidance for all public diplomacy conductors including overseas 
Foreign Office posts that communicate directly with the public. In pursue of this recommendation a common 
public diplomacy strategy was elaborated in 2003 as it was mentioned above.

For the first time at the Wilton Review it was stated that other Ministries like the Department for Interna-
tional Development could also contribute to the achievement of the UK public diplomacy goals. The imple-
mentation of this recommendation can be seen today at the new public diplomacy campaign – the GREAT 
campaign – implementation of which was laid on several departments and governmental agencies such as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, UK Trade and Investment, Visit Britain, the British Council. 

As part of the Spending Review 2004, the Foreign Secretary and the Chief Secretary of Treasury agreed to 
launch another review. It was necessary to assess what progress was made since the last review and how the 
recommendations were implemented. Lord Carter of Coles, member of the House of Lords at the UK Parlia-
ment, undertook this assignment and finished the review with his team in December 2005 [7]. 

The review involved a public consultation exercise, several meetings with the key stakeholders, and over-
seas visits to experience public diplomacy activity on the ground. 

The public diplomacy definition taken as a ground for the Carter Review was “work aiming to inform and 
engage individuals and organisations overseas, in order to improve understanding of and influence for the 
United Kingdom in a manner consistent with governmental medium and long term goals.” [7, 4]

Comparing this definition with the previous it is possible to notice that in 2005 the UK public diplomacy 
took more strategic and accountable way corresponds to the international strategic goals of the British foreign 
policy. It means that from that moment the UK Public diplomacy aligned to the hierarchical structure accord-
ing to the Ali Fisher’s opinion (former director of Counterpoint, the British Council’s research think-tank) 
[8, 2]. In the UK, priorities and objectives for public diplomacy are conceived by the UK Government and 
are intended to be disseminated through the structure and organisations within the public diplomacy system.

The other recommendations made by the Carter Review concerned the earlier created Public Diplomacy 
Strategic Board and its suggested re-organisation into the Public Diplomacy Advisory Panel. In other words 
according to the Carter’s recommendation this body contented representatives from the Foreign Office and 
several public diplomacy partners must be left only voluntary character with the rights of putting recommen-
dations to the government. This recommendation was called by the necessity of the strategic planning and 
assessment goals that was impossible to implement within the previous body.

In 2006 this recommendation was implemented and the Public Diplomacy Strategic Board was abolished. 
Such its members as the Department for International Development and the UK Trade and Investment joined 
into a new panel – the Public Diplomacy Partners Group, chaired by VisitBritain [9].

The main responsibilities of the previous Public Diplomacy Strategic Board were delegated to another 
new body organised within the Foreign Office. This new Public Diplomacy Board in spite of some similari-
ties at the name had quite different structure from the previous Board. Now at the head of this board was the 
Foreign Office Minister accountable for the public diplomacy to the Parliament and the main responsibilities 
of this Board was the strategic planning, monitoring, performance management and what is the most impor-
tant – evaluation of the outcomes against the funds allocated by the government. It is necessary to mark that 
such “strict” approach to the “soft power” was undertaken even during the Labour government. The same 
tradition continues today – every pound spent for any type of policy must bring the measurable result. 

The above-mentioned Public Diplomacy Advisory Group was under the control of the Public Diplomacy 
Board and had only recommendable character. It served like a forum for sharing information. Members 
include: Foreign Office, VisitBritain, UK Trade and Investment, BBC, British Council, Department for In-
ternational Development, Department for Culture, Media and Sport, Scottish Executive, Welsh Assembly, 
Ministry of Defense, Department for Education and Skills, Northern Ireland and UK Sport [10]. 

Lord Carter and its review brought to the UK Public Diplomacy such new features as accountability and 
better structure. Real measurable results were taken as a priority. One Board with too big range of respon-
sibilities was replaced with two bodies which had more defined and clear set of responsibilities – real for 
implementation and monitoring. 
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Alongside with the official British public diplomacy bodies the Blair’s government practiced the usage of 
digital tools. In October 2002 a brand new portal website i-uk.com was launched for the promotion of Britain 
to the foreign public. The following thematic areas were covered at this website – “Life & Culture”, “Educa-
tion”, “Business” and “Visiting the UK”. All people visiting this information portal could get all necessary 
information about the life at the UK and learn everything about this country. 

Information presented on this website had accent on the creativeness and innovation. Studying the public 
diplomacy campaigns run by the UK today it is possible to note the same themes: Britain is promoted as an 
open, connected, dynamic and creative country.

Besides the innovative approach to the public diplomacy Britain has never forgotten about the traditional 
ways of propaganda like use of the news channels and scholarships. It is worth to note that scholarships for 
the foreign students are an example of the long-standing public diplomacy goals. They can change the public 
perceptions of the UK and bring benefits not immediately but in the future as they make influence on “the 
tomorrow’s leaders, opinion formers and decision makers”.

At the XXI century the Conservative Government applies all tools in public communication starting from 
the traditional delivery of messages through the BBC World Service and finishing with the usage of the social 
media channels like Facebook. 

Now officially the public diplomacy is determined as “a process of achieving the UK’s international stra-
tegic priorities through engaging and forming partnerships with like-minded organisations and individuals 
in the public arena.” [11] In comparison with the previous Carter’s definition here the achievement of the 
international strategic priorities is put in the first place.

Today the public diplomacy takes the active side and runs the programs which can bring mutual benefits 
and covers not only one particular state but the whole world. Among the latest big public diplomacy cam-
paigns it is worth to consider: London Olympics 2012 and GREAT campaign.

The Olympic and Paralympic Games 2012 presents for Britain “a once in a generation opportunity”. It 
is the feature of the modern UK public diplomacy to use the existing events rather than create specific occa-
sions. London 2012 is a large-scale public diplomacy campaign involved in its implementation many British 
ministries, governmental bodies and even private organizations. This campaign is immensely important for 
the British government and brings in itself not only cultural or sport goals but the economic ones too. 

In the institutional sense this campaign is mainly conducted by the Foreign Office and its overseas net-
work. Traditional public diplomacy partners also take part in its conduction: the British Council, VisitBritain, 
UK Sport. 

The Foreign Office elaborated the London 2012 public diplomacy strategy with four following defined 
objectives: national interest, prosperity (mainly concentrated on the attraction of the inward investment), 
security, cross-Government approach [12, 18-19].

The London 2012 public diplomacy program includes several smaller public diplomacy campaigns such 
as the ‘See Britain (Through My Eyes)’ campaign and the “International Inspiration” program (run by the 
British Council). Besides it the overseas network of the British embassies, consulates and High Commissions 
also hold its own local campaigns dedicated to the Olympics. 

Analyzing these campaigns in particular and the British public diplomacy overall it is possible to state that 
the modern UK public diplomacy is a good example of the New Public Diplomacy. Application of all possible 
tools can be easily noticed in any campaigns. For example, part of the “See Britain” campaign is a broadcast-
ing of a series of 30 four-minute films featuring people with non-British citizenship or family background 
talking about what Britain has meant to them. Here the Foreign Office “stakes on” the so called “people-to-
people” contact which according to Professor Cull is another feature of the New Public Diplomacy [13, 14]. 

On 21 September 2011 the British Prime Minister David Cameron announced another new public di-
plomacy campaign – the GREAT campaign. This campaign already mentioned at the previous paragraphs 
presents a new theme for the national brand – GREAT. This brand and the approach to its promotion differ 
from the previous branding campaign – “Cool Britannia” in a qualitative sense. Better strategically planned 
and structured the GREAT campaign is called to build on the economic benefits of the London Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and save the legacy in the tourism and business spheres. 

Several ministries and departments are involved in its implementation as the GREAT campaign empha-
sizes different spheres of the British excellence, such as music, fashion, sport, business, technology and 
creativeness. Media already declared this campaign as an effort to re-brand the state from “Cool Britannia” 
to GREAT Britain [14]. Here we can see the application of two traditional public diplomacy approaches: 
advocacy and cultural diplomacy [13, 14]. 

Having analyzed two big branding strategies and the public diplomacy institutes it is possible to conclude 
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that the UK public diplomacy evolved from the vague initiative to make Britain “cool” to the well-structured 
and planned GREAT strategy. Old propagandist methods were changed with new technology-based creative 
approaches including such a new type of diplomacy as the digital diplomacy: use of the social media net-
works. Engagement became the priority function of all public diplomacy activities. The coalition government 
with the Conservative party at the heard put the economic goals and the prosperity theme at the top level of 
the public diplomacy work. The current year will show how Britain will be perceived after the “GREAT” 
propaganda. 
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М.В.МЕЛЕЩЕНКОВА 

РЕАЛИЗАЦИЯ КЛАССИФИЦИРУЮЩЕЙ ИДЕИ СОЛИДАРНОСТИ И ЕДИНЕНИЯ
В СИСТЕМЕ ЯЗЫКОВОЙ КАРТИНЫ МИРА 

The article by Meleschenkova M. is devoted to the elucidation of the essence of the concept of solidarity 
and unity in the system of linguistic picture of the world. The authors defend the idea that the concepts of 
every language are unique and original, namely, everything that has a special meaning for one ethnos, can 
be not so important for another. 

Concepts of solidarity and unity are used for the classification of human relations. The author notes 
that they (concepts) mean reality that are unique for a different culture. The Russian language as well as 
the English one have rich arsenal for the categorization of human relations. That is why in the course of 
communication the speaker and the hearer must know and take into consideration the system of values of 
cultures and how this culture is reflected in the language. 

Развитие когнитивного и лингвокультурологического подходов в лингвистике способствовало 
пониманию языка как источника сведений о концептуальных структурах нашего сознания. Еще 
В.Гумбольдт отмечал, что изучение языка не заключает в себе конечной цели, а вместе со всеми 
прочими областями служит высшей и общей цели познания человеком самого себя и своего 
отношения ко всему видимому и скрытому вокруг себя [1, с.87]; ведь язык выявляет и объективирует 
то, как увиден и понят мир человеческим разумом, как он преломлен и категоризован сознанием. 
Вот почему язык служит доказательством того, что в основе наших знаний о мире лежит такая 
единица ментальной информации, как концепт, который «рождается в процессе восприятия мира, 
создается в актах познания, отражает и обобщает человеческий опыт и осмысленную в разных типах 
деятельности с миром действительность» [2, с.38]. И действительно, «концептуальная картина мира 
богаче языковой картины мира, поскольку в ее создании участвуют разные типы мышления, в том 
числе и невербальные» [3, с.6]. 
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